ERP Implementation
for Leading Product
Manufacturer Catering
to Government-led
Organizations

About the Client
Industry leaders in designing, manufacturing, and supplying top-of-the-line products for
mainline railways, metro rail, aerospace, and defense applications. Having multiple units
in different cities of India manufacturing different equipment and movement of
components, assemblies between entities.

Gap Analysis
The client was working on in-house developed customized software using manual registers and excel sheets having limited functionality, upgrade
and maintenance issues, training issues, etc. Also, the client was facing compliances issues related to the localization of the software.
When the client decided it was time to reinforce its ERP initiative in order to continue satisfying increasing customer demands in terms of lead time,
it began by looking at how to streamline all of its business processes. After scrutinizing all process areas client chose to leverage its investment and
rely on Infor LN ERP. Infor’s product extended the requisite visibility across the organization with additional functionality. With named user licenses,
the client has incorporated modules of Infor ERP LN across the company that includes ﬁnancials, taxation, enterprise planning, order management,
electronic commerce, central invoicing, manufacturing, and warehouse management.

Project Requirement
Infor LN smooth implementation was one of the biggest challenges as each product that the client manufactured for its customers was unique,
requiring varying amounts of time to complete. Therefore, to understand and streamline the entire channel was crucial along with right visibility to
achieve the designated deadlines.

Solution Offered
Apptread took over the implementation of the updated Infor solution, including all
customer-requested user training, which occurred without serious challenges within six
months as part of the Infor rapid implementation program, designed to deliver rapid,
predictable implementations at a lower cost. The implementation included predeﬁned
business roles and business process templates focused on key user functions and
processes that are common across manufacturing.
This Infor LN ERP implementation gave the client ﬂexibility and integration features that
helped them scale their business and fully utilize the platform to achieve the best results.
Apptread’s customized implementation solution, helped the client to create individual user
dashboard to provide a�complete ﬁeld of view on product status to appropriately meet
production deadline, including managing additional shifts hours.

Results Achieved
Infor LN smooth implementation was one of the biggest challenges as each product that the client manufactured for its customers was unique, requiring
varying amounts of time to complete. Therefore, to understand and streamline the entire channel was crucial along with right visibility to achieve the
designated deadlines.

Beneﬁts
After Implementing different modules of LN ERP including ﬁnance in systematic approach following objectives were achieved:
Better control and visibility of on hand inventory which

Centralized support for Upgradation, maintenance, patch

helped in reducing cost

management

Better control for sending material from one company to

Control over released Bill Over Material and DCN (Drawing

other companies

change Note)

Dashboard reports immediately available for top management

Tight control over Integration of different Modules

Centralized control over all the business processes

Easy Localization to Implement and better third party

Flexibility to use selected modules in selected companies

Integration

